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COMPACTIFIED UNIVERSAL JACOBIAN AND THE DOUBLE
RAMIFICATION CYCLE
BASHAR DUDIN
Abstract. Using the compactified universal jacobian J g,n over the moduli
space of stable marked curves Mg,n, we give an expression in terms of
natural classes of the zero section of J g,n in the (rational) Chow ring of
J g,n. After extending variants of the Abel-Jacobi map to a locus containing
curves of treelike type we give a formula for the pullback of the said zero
section along these extensions. The same approach is also applied to recover
known formulas for the pullback of theta divisors to the moduli space of
marked stable curves.
0. Introduction
0.1. The Eliashberg problem. Let τ = (τ1, . . . , τn) be an integer valued non-
zero n-tuple having 0 sum entries. The double ramification cycle [DR]g,τ in the
moduli space of (smooth) genus g n-marked curves Mg,n is defined by the locus
DRg,τ of marked curves (X, p), for p = (p1, . . . , pn), such that
OX
( n∑
i=1
τipi
)
≃ OX .
This is precisely the locus of genus g curves having a dominant map to the pro-
jective line, such that the fiber of∞ is given by the pi points with positive τi, the
fiber of 0 is given by the pi points with negative τi and ramification index at pi is
|τi|. The Eliashberg problem is to find compactifications of DRg,τ in the moduli
space of genus g stable n-marked curves Mg,n where to write down the closure
of DRg,τ in terms of tautological classes of Mg,n.
There has been mainly two approaches to tackle the previous question, at least
on partial compactifications of DRg,τ . One is to define an extension [DR]
GW
g,τ of
[DR]g,τ over the whole Mg,n as the pushforward of the virtual fundamental class
of the moduli space of relative stable maps to a rubber P1, by the forgetful map
to Mg,n. This is the point of view of [CMW12], it gives rise to a formula for
[DR]GWg,τ over the locus of curves having rational tails. The other approach, on
which we build up, is to look for extensions of the Abel-Jacobi map a fromMg,n
to the universal family Xg over the moduli space of polarized abelian varieties
Ag, sending a curve (X, p) to (Jac(X),OX(
∑
i τipi)), and compute the pullback
of the zero section of Xg along these extensions. By using the extension of a to
the locus Mctg,n of curves of compact type R. Hain computed in [Hai13] the class
of an extension of [DR]g,τ in terms of tautological classes overMctg,n. By [MW13]
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this class happens to be equal to [DR]GWg,τ when restricted to curves of compact
type. The starting point of Hain’s formula is the elegant relation
(0.1) [Zg] =
[T ]g
g!
expressing the zero cycle of Xg in terms of the universal symmetric theta divisor
T trivialized along the zero section. The pullback of T to Mctg,n is then given by
(0.2) a∗[T ] = −
1
4
∑
0≤h≤g
A⊂{1,...,n}
1≤h+|A|≤g+n−1
(∑
i∈A
τi
)2
δh,A,
where δ0,i = −ψi and δh,A = δg−h,Ac are boundary divisors for (h,A) 6= (0, {i})
or (g, {1, . . . , n} − {i}). Formula 0.2 was later proven using simpler techniques
in [GZ14a]. Formula 0.1 was extended by S. Grushevsky and D. Zakharov in
[GZ14b] to the partial compactification of Ag by rank 1 semi-abelian varieties.
This gave rise to an extension of the formula of a∗[Zg] to the case of stable marked
curves having at most one non-separating node. Recently A. Pixton conjectured
a formula for [DR]GWg,τ on Mg,n.
The previous questions were considered by Hain in a more general setting. Let
k be an integer and τ an integer valued n-tuple, such that
∑
i τi = k(2g − 2).
Write DRkg,τ for the locus of curves (X, p) in Mg,n satisfying
OX
( n∑
i=1
τipi
)
= ω⊗kX
where ωX is the dualizing sheaf of X–in the smooth case it is just the sheaf of
regular differential forms. From a modular point of view this is about looking
at curves together with (rational) multiples of canonical divisors having a given
specific form. Hain gives equivalent formulas to 0.2 for any k over Mctg,n and
Pixton’s conjectures extend to these cases.
0.2. Content of the present paper. Rather than looking at the whole moduli
space Ag, we limit ourselves to the case of the universal jacobian Jg,n overMg,n.
A point in Jg,n is simply a tuple (X, p, L) where (X, p) is a smooth marked curve
and L is a degree 0 line bundle on X . For each k and τ the Abel-Jacobi map
ak :Mg,n → Jg,n sending (X, p) on (X, p,OX(
∑
i τipi)⊗ ω
−k
X ) gives a section of
the forgetful map ǫn : Jg,n →Mg,n.
A standard way to look for compactifications of Jg,n is by allowing points
(X, p, L) where L is a simple torsion-free sheaf of rank 1 on the stable marked
curve (X, p). To get a proper stack one has to make assumptions on the multide-
gree of L. This is done by choosing a polarisation on Mg,n, imposing a stability
condition on each torsion-free sheaf L, see section 1 for more details. In our case,
the natural polarisation is the one giving an extension of the zero section Zg,n to
the corresponding compactification J g,n. In section 2 we describe Zg,n as the de-
generacy locus of the connection morphism φ∗(L⊗ODn)→ R
1 φ∗L(−Dn) where
φ : J g,n|1 → J g,n is the universal curve over J g,n, L is the universal quasi-stable
torsion-free sheaf over J g,n (a sheaf over J g,n|1 in fact) and Dn the n-th marked
section. Using Thom-Porteous formula we get the relation
(2.1) [Zg,n] =
{
exp
(∑
s≥1
(−1)s(s− 1)!
{
φ∗(ch(L)Td
∨(Ωφ))
}
s
)}
g
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where Ωφ is the relative sheaf of differential forms over J g,n and {•}ℓ the degree
ℓ part of •.
The usefulness of formula 2.1 lies in the fact that it is straightforward to
pullback classes obtained by pushing forward Chern classes of L and Ωφ. When
DRkg,τ is of expected codimension g, to give an extension of its cycle is thus only
about extending ak. This is for instance the case when k = 0 or k = 1 and one of
the τis is negative, an account of these facts can be found in [FP15]. The pullback
of the zero section along extensions of ak does always make sense though.
Let π :Mg,n+1 →Mg,n be the universal curve over Mg,n and Di the section
of π corresponding to the i-th marked point. To extend ak means giving a quasi-
stable line bundle over a locus of Mg,n whose restriction to Mg,n is given by
O(
∑
i τiDi). LetM
k,τ
g,n be the union of the locus of curves of treelike type and the
one of curves (X, p) satisfying, for each union of irreducible components Z ⊂ X
(3.1)
∑
pi∈Z
τi ≥ k deg(ωX|Z)−
|Z ∩X − Z|
2
,
with strict inequality whenever p1 ∈ Z and ∅ ( Z ( X . The complement of
M
k,τ
g,n in Mg,n is the closure of the locus of curves having topological type a two
vertex loopless graph, which doesn’t satisfy 3.1. By twisting O(
∑
i τiDi) we show
in section 3 that the line bundle
(3.5)
L(τ , k) = O
( n∑
i=1
τiDi
)
⊗ω−k⊗O
( ∑
0≤h≤⌊g/2⌋
A⊂{1,...,n}
2≤|A|+h≤g+n−2
[
k(1−2h)+
∑
i∈A
τi
]
δh,A∪{n+1}
)
.
is a quasi-stable line bundle over M
k,τ
g,n. The Abel-Jacobi map does thus extend
to maps a¯k defined over M
k,τ
g,n. Obstructions to extend yet further ak maps are
shortly discussed in section 3. Pulling back 2.1 along a¯k we get the formula
(4.3) a¯∗k[Zg,n] =
{
exp
(∑
s≥1
(−1)s(s− 1)!
{
π∗
(
ch(L(τ , k)
)
Td∨(Ωπ))
}
s
)}
g
.
It agrees with Hain’s formula for curves of compact type but we don’t have a direct
proof of this fact. The right hand side of 4.3 is an explicit degree g polynomial in
tautological classes on Mg,n. It is unfortunately much less transparent than the
formula given by Hain and comparison with the extension given by Grushevsky
and Zakharov is not clear.
The starting point of the previous result lies in the fact we’re able to write
down the zero cycle of the compactified jacobian in terms of its universal sheaf,
as well as sheaves coming from Mg,n. The pullback along extensions of Abel-
Jacobi maps is then straightforward. Following the same line of thought, we write
down the class of the universal theta divisor [Θ] (trivialized along the zero section)
in terms of L, in this case we have that
(2.11) [Θ] = −φ∗
(
c1(L)
2
2
)
.
A simple computation in section 4 gives yet another way of computing the pull-
back of [Θ] along a¯k.
Lastly, in section 4.3, we briefly explain how to adapt our strategy to compute
the pullback of the universal theta divisor of the degree g−1 compactified jacobian
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along the Abel-Jacobi map. We get back the class computed in [GZ14a] up to
the generic vanishing of the theta function along the locus of irreducible curves
in Mg,n. This also recovers the formula given by F. Müller in [Mül13], which
computes the closure in Mg,n of the locus
Dg =
{
(X, p) | h0
(
OX(
∑
i
τipi)
)
≥ 1
}
for smooth marked curves X ,
∑
i τi = g − 1 and at least one τi is negative.
After this paper was first posted to the arXiv, the author was made aware
of related work of Jesse Kass and Nicola Pagani. In [KP15], Kass and Pagani
compute the pullback of the theta divisor of certain compactified Jacobians that
are constructed in loc. cit. For a certain choice of stability parameter, they
compute the pullback of the theta divisor to be the class in 4.8. The author
posted his paper to the arXiv on May 12, 2015. Kass and Pagani posted their
preprint to the arXiv on July 13, 2015 and first publicly presented their work in
a seminar at the University of Liverpool on March 10, 2015.
Acknowledgements. I’m grateful to Margarida Melo and Filippo Viviani for
presenting me the questions studied here, for many useful discussions and for
reading and commenting on early versions of the present paper.
1. Compactified universal jacobian over Mg,n
We review the definition of compactified jacobians following [Est01]. Points
of any such compactification are given by stable marked curves endowed with
simple rank 1 torsion-free sheaves satisfying a semi-stability condition. The first
appearance of such compactifications is due to R. Pandharipande in [Pan96] for
slope semi-stability, in the more general case of vector bundles. This last point
of view, in the case of line bundles, is equivalent to the original approach by
L. Caporaso in [Cap94]. Both were compactifications of the universal jacobian
over the moduli space of stable curves Mg. The corresponding construction for
marked stable curves was studied by M. Melo in [Mel11]. The equivalence between
Pandharipande’s and Caporaso’s approaches were first proven in [Pan96]. An
extension to the marked case and more general stability conditions can be found
in [EP14]. In the case at hand–the case of compactified universal jacobians–our
main reference is [Mel15].
Convention 1.1. All our schemes are schemes over C. We fix integers d ∈ Z,
g ∈ N and n ∈ N∗ such that 2g + 2 + n > 0.
Let J˜ dg,n be the stackification of the prestack whose S-sections are given by
couples (f : X → S,D,L) consisting of a relative stable curve f of genus g,
disjoint étale relative Cartier divisors D = (D1, . . . , Dn) in the smooth locus of
f and a coherent sheaf L over X which is flat over S and has simple torsion-free
degree d geometric fibers. The Cartier divisors D are called markings or marked
points of f and are assumed to be defined by images of sections of f . Morphisms
from (f : X → S,D,L) on (ψ : Y → T,E,M) over α : S → T are given by
S-morphisms β : X → α∗Y commuting with the markings and for which there is
an invertible sheaf N on S and an isomorphism µ : L ≃ β∗M⊗ f∗N .
Theorem 1.1 ([Mel15]). The stack J˜ dg,n is a smooth irreducible DM-stack of
dimension 4g − 3 + n. It is representable over Mg,n and satisfies the existence
part of the relative criterion for properness.
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The previous theorem says that to compactify the open substack J dg,n, corre-
sponding to smooth underlying curves, one has to look for separated universally
closed substacks of J˜ dg,n.
Let X be a stable marked curve of genus g over C or, more generally, over
an algebraically closed field. By a subcurve of X we shall always mean a closed
subcurve of X . A polarization of degree d on X is a locally free OX -module P of
rank r > 0 and degree r(d + 1− g). Given any subcurve Y ⊂ X we write
qY (P ) =
degP|Y
r
+
degωX|Y
2
where ωX is the canonical sheaf on X .
Definition 1.1. Let P be a polarization a degree d on X and x ∈ X a smooth
point. Given a closed subcurve Y ofX we write κY for the number of points in the
intersection of Y with the closure of its complement in X . Given a line bundle L
on X we write degY L for the degree of L|Y modulo torsion. A torsion-free sheaf
L of rank 1 on X of degree d is said to be
(1) P -semistable if for all non-empty subcurves Y ( X , degY L ≥ qY −
κY
2
(2) P -stable if inequalities in 1. are strict
(3) (P, x)-quasistable (q-stable for short) if (1) is verified and is strict when-
ever x ∈ Y .
By a polarization on Mg,n we understand a polarization on the universal curve
over Mg,n. This means a locally free sheaf P on Mg,n+1 of rank r and degree
r(d + 1− g).
Fix a polarization P on Mg,n and a section τ of Mg,n+1 → Mg,n. Write
J d,P,ssg,n , J
d,P,s
g,n and J
d,P,τ
g,n for the substacks of J˜
d
g,n given by triples (f : X →
S,D,L) for which L has respectively P -semistable, P -stable and (P, τ)-quasistable
simple torsion-free geometric fibers of degree d.
Theorem 1.2 ([Mel15]). J d,•g,n are smooth irreducible DM-stacks of dimension
4g − 3 + n that are representable and of finite type over Mg,n. Furthermore
(1) J d,P,ssg,n is universally closed
(2) J d,P,sg,n is separated
(3) J d,P,τg,n is proper and has a projective coarse moduli space.
In the following, we will mainly be interested in the compactification J g,n of
Jg,n given by the polarization ω−1 ⊕ O and q-stable torsion-free rank 1 sheaves.
For clarity the section τ defining q-stability isD1, the relative étale Cartier divisor
defined by the first marking. We limit ourselves to this case from now on.
Let J g,n|1 be the stack whose S-sections are given by sections (f : X →
S,D,Dn+1,L) where Dn+1 is an extra section. There are no assumptions on
Dn+1; it can intersect other marked sections or the singular locus of f . The
universal family over J g,n is given by the map φ : J g,n|1 → J g,n forgetting the
extra section. It comes with a universal torsion free sheaf L of rank 1 given over an
S-section (f : X → S,D,Dn+1,L) by the pullback of L along Dn+1. One has also
another forgetful map ǫn|1 : J g,n|1 → Mg,n+1 sending (f : X → S,D,Dn+1,L)
on (f : X → S,D,Dn+1). The stack of stable n-marked curves having an extra
section is isomorphic to the one of n+1-marked stable curves. We shall constantly
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make this identification. This discussion fits into the picture
(1.1)
L J g,n|1 J g,n
Mg,n+1 Mg,n
φ
ǫn|1 ǫn
π
where the square diagram is commutative but generally not cartesian.
2. The zero cycle of J g,n and class of the theta divisor
2.1. The zero cycle of J g,n. A line bundle L on a stable curve X is semistable
for ω−1 ⊕ O if and only if for each proper subcurve Y ⊂ X the inequality
degY L ≥ −
κY
2
holds. In particular the trivial line bundle OX is stable and thus q-stable. The
zero section of the universal Jacobian over Mg,n does therefore extend to J g,n,
its image is simply denoted by Zg,n. It is a smooth irreducible substack of J g,n
of codimension g, its cycle in the Chow ring of J g,n is written [Zg,n]. We will
be expressing this cycle in terms of “natural” cycles on J g,n. Namely the Chern
characters of the universal torsion-free sheaf L, the relative dualizing sheaf of
J g,n|1 → J g,n and boundary classes. We first start by a lemma on the space of
global sections of L.
Lemma 2.1. For semistable L we have that h0(L) ≤ 1 with equality if and only
if L is locally free of 0 multidegree.
Proof. Let ν : Xν → X be the normalisation of X . The natural map L→ ν∗ν∗L
induces an injective map H0(L)→ H0(ν∗L). Recall that
deg(L) = deg(ν∗L) + tL
where tL is the number of nodal points of X where L is not free. In particular,
when L is not free the total degree of ν∗L is negative (by definition the total
degree of L is 0).
There is nothing to prove whenX has only one irreducible component. Assume
that X has at least two such components and L is not of multidegree 0. Notice
that this is automatically the case if L is not free. One can write X = Z ∪Zc for
Z an irreducible component of X such that L|Z has negative degree and Z
c is the
closure of the complement of Z in X . Let Xj for j = 1, . . . ,m be the connected
components of Zc and write E = Z ∩ Zc, Ej = E ∩Xj . We have that
H0(X,L) = H0
(
Zc, L(
∑
x∈E
−x)
)
=
⊕
j
H0
(
Xj , L(
∑
x∈Ej
−x)
)
.
Now the semistability condition says
degXj L ≤
|Ej |
2
.
The connectedness of X insures L(
∑
x∈Ej
−x) has negative degree on Xj. Using
iteratively semistability inequalities we get that h0(L) = 0. We’ve thus shown
that if L is not of multidegree 0 then h0(L) = 0. Since L cannot be of multidegree
0 if non-free we have just shown our claim. 
Corollary 2.2. For semistable L on X, h0(L) 6= 0 if and only if L ≃ OX .
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Proof. By the previous lemma L has to be of multidegree 0. If a global section of
L vanishes at some point it vanishes on the irreducible component containing it.
Since X is connected it has to identically vanish on X . When h0(L) 6= 0 there is
thus a section that doesn’t vanish anywhere on X . 
The substack of J g,n given by the zero section of J g,n → Mg,n is formally
defined by S-points (f : X → S,D,L) in J g,n such that L ≃ f∗M where M is
an invertible sheaf on S. By base change in cohomology this is equivalently given
by the S-points in J g,n such that Ls ≃ OXs for every fiber over s ∈ S. In the
light of the previous lemma Zg,n is thus given by S-points (f : X → S,D,L) such
that h0(Ls) ≥ 1 for every s ∈ S.
We describe Zg,n as the degeneracy locus of a map between vector bundles
on J g,n. Let (f : X → S,D,L) be an S-point in J g,n. Pick one of the marked
sections, say Dn, and consider the short exact sequence of sheaves over X
0 L(−Dn) L ODn ⊗ L 0
Its direct image by f gives the long exact sequence
0 f∗L ODn ⊗ L R
1f∗L(−Dn) R
1f∗L 0
∇
The map ∇ is a map between two locally free bundles over S. The source is of
rank 1 and the target of rank g. The degeneracy locus of ∇ is defined by points
s ∈ S such that rank(∇ ⊗ k(s)) ≤ 0. Because of commutation to base change
of both source and target of ∇ the tensor product ∇s = ∇ ⊗ k(s) is the one
appearing in the long exact sequence in cohomology
0 H0(Ls) H
0(ODn ⊗ Ls) H
1(Ls(−Dn)) H
1(Ls) 0
∇s
The degeneracy locus of ∇ is thus defined by the set of points s ∈ S such that
h0(Ls) ≥ 1 and this is set theoretically Zg,n.
Theorem 2.3. Let φ : J g,n|1 → J g,n be the universal curve over J g,n and L
the universal torsion-free sheaf over J g,n|1. The zero cycle [Zg,n] is given by
(2.1) [Zg,n] =
{
exp
(∑
s≥1
(−1)s(s− 1)!
{
φ∗(ch(L)Td
∨(Ωφ))
}
s
)}
g
where Ωφ is the sheaf of relative differentials of J g,n|1 over J g,n and {•}ℓ is the
degree ℓ part of •.
Proof. The zero locus Zg,n is set theoretically equal to the degeneracy locus D∇
of ∇. Since J g,n is smooth and Zg,n of the expected codimension g we get the
relation
[D∇] = cg
(
R1φ∗L(−Dn)− φ∗(ODn ⊗ L)
)
out of the Thom-Porteous formula [Ful98]. The standard relation between Chern
classes and Chern characters gives
[D∇] =
{
exp
(∑
s≥1
(−1)s−1(s− 1)!
[
chs
(
R1φ∗L(−Dn)
)
− chs
(
φ∗ODn ⊗ L
)])}
g
The exact sequence
0 φ∗L φ∗(ODn ⊗ L) R
1φ∗L(−Dn) R
1φ∗L 0
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and the additivity of the Chern character in exact sequences says
(2.2) [D∇] =
{
exp
(∑
s≥1
(−1)s(s− 1)! chs(φ!L)
)}
g
.
Using GRR formula we get the right hand side of 2.1.
Because Zg,n is irreducible, [Zg,n] and [D∇] are proportional. To check they are
equal it is enough to check their pullbacks along the zero section z :Mg,n → J g,n
are the same. Let π :Mg,n+1 →Mg,n be the universal curve over Mg,n
Claim. The pullbacks z∗[D∇] and z∗[Zg,n] are equal to cg(R
1π∗O).
We start by computing z∗[D∇]. The zero section extends naturally to a sec-
tion zˆ on the universal curves by sending (f : X → S,D,Dn+1) on (f : X →
S,D,Dn+1,OX). The resulting diagram
J g,n|1 Mg,n+1
J g,n Mg,n
φ
zˆ
π
z
is cartesian and on the level of Chow rings z∗φ∗ = φ∗zˆ∗. This is a straightforward
check; a detailed account of it can be found in section 4. Using these facts we get
from 2.2 that
[D∇] =
{
exp
(∑
s≥1
(−1)s−1(s−1)!
[
chs
(
R1π∗O
)
−chs
(
π∗O
)])}
g
= cg
(
R1π∗O
)
.
To compute the pullback of [Zg,n] recall z∗[Zg,n] is equally given by ǫn∗
(
[Zg,n]2
)
where ǫn : J g,n → Mg,n is the natural forgetful map. The latter class is then
given in terms of the normal bundle along Zg,n by
z
∗[Zg,n] = ǫn∗
(
cg(NZg,n) ∩ [Zg,n]
)
.
On the level of tangent spaces the section z sends a first order deformation of a
marked curve (X, p) on the corresponding first order deformation together with
the trivial bundle of its total space. The normal bundle at (X, p,OX) is then
given by first order deformations OX as a q-stable torsion-free rank 1 sheaf over
fixed (X, p). Even when looking at OX as a coherent sheaf these deformations are
classified by H1
(
X, End(OX ,OX)
)
= H1(OX). This is enough to check that NZg,n
is equal to ǫ∗nR
1π∗OX and the claim follows from a direct use of the projection
formula. 
Previously known expressions of 2.1 on partial compactifications of Jg,n were
based on relation 0.1, which is only valid over curves of compact type. Correction
terms were computed in [GZ14b] to extend the latter relation to the locus of
curves having at most 1 non-separating node. The advantage of the present
formula, from a modular point of view, is that L is much easier to deal with than
the theta divisor. This will be put in practice in section 4. We identify in the
following section the term in 2.1 coming from the class of the universal theta
divisor [Θ], trivialized along the zero section.
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2.2. Relating the theta divisor to L. Marked points do not play a role in this
section. The corresponding compactification J d,Pg of the universal jacobian Jg
over (unmarked) stable curves is given by semi-stable torsion-free sheaves with
respect to a given polarisation P over Mg, see section 1 for details. We will
only be concerned by the degree 0 and g − 1 compactified universal jacobians
J g and J g−1g ; the former has polarisation ω
−1 ⊗ O while the latter has trivial
polarisation O. The compactified universal jacobian J g−1g comes with a canonical
theta divisor Θg−1 set theoretically given by
(2.3) Θg−1 =
{
(X,L) | h0(L) ≥ 1
}
.
We have the relation
(2.4) −Θg−1 = dπ
(
Lg−1
)
where dπ(•) is the determinant in cohomology det(π!•), see for instance [ACG11,
13]. This description can be found in [Ale04] and [Cap09]. We question how to
pullback Θg−1 on J g.
For the degree 0 jacobian of a single smooth curve X , defining a theta divisor
is about pulling back Θg−1 along an isomorphism − ⊗ ξ : Jac(X) ≃ Jac
g−1(X)
for a degree g− 1 line bundle ξ. A line bundle on Jac(X) is said to be symmetric
if it is invariant by pullback along the involution L 7→ L∨. Using the set-theoretic
description 2.3 one can show that the pullback of Θg−1 along −⊗ ξ is symmetric
if and only ξ is a theta characteristic, i.e. if and only if ξ⊗2 ≃ ω. There is
no canonical choice of a theta characteristic for a given curve, there is thus no
hope to define a symmetric theta divisor this way on Jg. There is, however, a
roundabout way to partially tackle this question: the pullback of the rational
equivalence class of 2Θg−1 by −⊗ ξ does not depend on the theta characteristic
ξ. Indeed, two theta characteristics ξ and ξ′ differ by a root of the trivial line
bundle η = ξ ⊗ ξ′−1. Using the theorem of the square [Mum08, II. 6.] we have
that
(2.5) 2Θg−1 ∼ 2tηΘg−1,
where tη is translation by η on the Picard group of Jac
g−1(X). Pulling back 2.5
along − ⊗ ξ we get the desired relation between the pullbacks along − ⊗ ξ and
−⊗ ξ′ of 2Θg−1.
We should thus be able to pullback 2Θg−1 to Jg. The point is that there is
no global choice of a theta characteristic on Mg, one has to take in account all
such possible choices. Assume for now g ≥ 2 and let S2g be the moduli space of
smooth genus g spin curves, see for instance [Cor89]. A point of S2g is a couple
(X, ξ) where X is a marked curve of genus g and ξ a line bundle of degree g − 1
together with an isomorphism α : ξ⊗2 ≃ ωX . The moduli space S2g comes with a
forgetful map to Mg only keeping the underlying marked curve, and a universal
line bundle Ξ on the universal curve such that Ξ⊗2 ≃ ω. On the fiber product
S2g ×Mg Jg we have two maps
(2.6) Jg S2g ×Mg Jg J
g−1
g
β α
where β is the projection on the second factor and α sends (f : X → S,L, ξ) on
(f : X → S,L⊗ ξ). By the standard theory of spin curves, the map β is finite of
degree 22g. Write 〈•,−〉 for the Deligne pairing of two line bundles • and − on
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the universal curves over J g−1g or Jg. Using 2.4 we have that
−2α∗Θg−1 = dφ(β
∗
L⊗ Ξ)⊗2.
Using GRR [ACG11, XII 6. 5.31], we can write
−2α∗Θg−1 = 〈β
∗
L⊗ Ξ, β∗L⊗ Ξ−1〉dφ(O)
⊗2
= 〈β∗L, β∗L〉〈β∗L,Ξ〉〈β∗L,Ξ−1〉〈Ξ,Ξ−1〉dφ(O)
⊗2.
Since 〈•,Ξ−1〉 = 〈•,Ξ〉−1 we get that
−2α∗Θg−1 = 〈β
∗
L, β∗L〉〈Ξ,Ξ〉−1dφ(O)
⊗2.
One can check by looking at the Chern classes in the group of relative Cartier
divisors of S2g ×Mg Jg that
c1〈Ξ,Ξ
−1〉 = −φ∗
(
c1(ω)
2
4
)
= −3λ1 = c1
(
dφ(O)
−⊗3
)
.
The middle equality comes from the Mumford relation overMg [ACG11, XII 7.3]
and λ1 is the first Chern class of the pullback to S2g ×Mg Jg of the Hodge bundle
over Mg. Putting the previous computations together we get that
(2.7) − 2α∗Θg−1 = β
∗
(
〈L,L〉dφ(O)
−1
)
.
Remark 1. Computations in the genus 1 case are similar. One has to be careful
though, in order to work with Deligne-Mumford stacks one has to stick to working
with M1,1. We get the same expression as 2.7 but over M1,1.
Remark 2. We extend the Deligne pairing to the case of L and L∨ over J g using
the relation
〈L,M〉 = dφ(L⊗M)dφ(L)
−1dφ(M)
−1dφ(O)
for L and M invertible sheaves or in {L⊗m,L∨⊗m | m ∈ N}. All standard
computational properties including the Serre duality extend to this case. A way
to check this fact is by recalling that J dg is isomorphic to the compactification
by Caporaso of the universal jacobian using quasi-stable curves. The pullback
of L to the latter compactification is a well-behaved invertible sheaf. See [EP14]
for details. One can thus check the standard properties extend as claimed by
pullback on Caporaso’s compactification using semi-stable line bundles on quasi-
stable curves.
Definition 2.1. A squared theta divisor over J g is a divisor given on each
geometric fiber over Mctg as the pullback of 2Θg−1 along a theta characteristic.
It is said to be
• trivialized along the zero section if its pullback along the zero section
Mg → J g is trivial
• symmetric if it is invariant under the involution of the Picard group of
J g|1 sending L on L
∨.
In case of genus 1 the definition makes sense replacing J g and Mg respectively
by J 1,1 and M1,1.
Proposition 2.4. There is a unique symmetric squared theta divisor 2Θ over
J g which is trivialized along the zero section. It is then given by the formula
(2.8) 2Θ = 〈L,L〉−1.
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Proof. The fact the right-hand side of 2.8 is symmetric comes from the standard
properties of the Deligne pairing in the case of torsion free sheaves as mentioned
in remark 2.
Over Mg the pullback of 2Θg−1 is given by formula 2.7. The line bundle
〈L,L〉−1dφ(O) is thus a squared theta divisor over Jg. Its pullback along the zero
section is given by dφ(O). It is enough to get the desired formula over Jg. To
extend it on J ctg on only needs to check formula 2.8 on the locus of curves having
two components. Let ıh : Jh,x × Jg−h,y → J ctg be the gluing maps identifying
x and y and write pi for the first and second projections from Jh,x × Jg−h,y
respectively on Jh,x and Jg−h,y. The universal curve over Jh,x × Jg−h,y is the
disjoint union
(2.9)
(
Jh,x|1 × Jg−h,y
)⊔(
Jh,x × Jg−h,y|1
)
with the obvious maps φ and ıh|1 respectively to Jh,x × Jg−h,y and J
ct
g . Write
ph and pg−h for the maps whose domain is 2.9 and only keeping Jh,x|1 and
Jg−h,y|1. We have that φ ◦ ph = p1 and φ ◦ pg−h = p2. Using the simple relation
ı∗h|1L = p
∗
hL+ p
∗
g−hL on the corresponding universal curves we get that
ı∗h〈L,L〉 = 〈p
∗
hL, p
∗
hL〉〈p
∗
hL, p
∗
g−hL〉
⊗2〈p∗g−hL, p
∗
g−hL〉(2.10)
= 〈p∗hL, p
∗
hL〉〈p
∗
g−hL, p
∗
g−hL〉.
The middle term vanishes because p∗hL and p
∗
g−hL have disjoint supports. Each
term of the right-hand side of 2.10 respectively correspond to the pullbacks−2p∗1Θ
and −2p∗2Θ because of the previous work on the smooth case. Now, the equality
ı∗h〈L,L〉 = −2Θ
is just about rewriting the fact that the theta divisor of a decomposable jacobian
is the union of pullbacks along the projection to each factor.
Uniqueness is a consequence of the work of Melo and Viviani [MV14] on the
Picard group of J g. Using our notation theorem B of loc. cit. states that the
Picard group of J g is freely generated by 〈L,L〉dφ(O)⊗2, dφ(ω) and line bundles
obtained by pullback from Mg. Thus, the only extension of 2Θ to J g that is
trivialized along the zero section is the one given by formula 2.8. 
Corollary 2.5. Let [Θ] be half the class of the symmetric squared theta divisor
trivialized along the zero section in the (rational) Chow ring of J g. We then have
(2.11) [Θ] = −φ∗
(
c1(L)
2
2
)
.
Proof. This is a direct computation of first Chern classes of both sides of 2.8. 
Remark 3. In the case of marked underlying curves, the theta divisor is obtained
by pullback along the forgetful morphism J g,n → J g in the case of genus g ≥ 2
and by pullback along J 1,n → J 1,1 for the genus 1 case. Formula 2.8 does still
hold in these cases.
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Putting back relation 2.11 into the expression of the zero cycle 2.1 one can
rewrite 2.1 in the form
[Zg,n] =
{
exp
(
−φ∗
(
c1(L)
2
2
))
× exp
(
c1(L)c1(ωφ)
2
−
B2
2
(c1(ωφ)
2 +∆)
)
× exp
(∑
s≥2
(−1)s(s− 1)!
(
φ∗(ch(L)Td
∨(Ωφ))
)
s
}
g
where ωφ is the dualizing sheaf of φ, ∆ the singular locus in the fibers of φ. This
gives
(2.12) [Zg,n] =
∑
a+b=g
[Θ]a
a!
Pb
where Pb is a polynomial in pushforward of classes on J g,n|1 lying in the degree b
part of the Chow ring. It is not clear how to write Pb as a polynomial in an elegant
minimal set of classes on J g,n, the main reason being that not much is known
about the intersection theory of J g,n. Relation 0.1 (pulled back to the universal
jacobian) does however imply that on the locus Mctg,n of curves of compact type
we have
(2.13)
∑
a+b=g
[Θ]a
a!
Pb =
[Θ]g
g!
.
3. Partial extension of Abel-Jacobi maps
Let τ = (τ1, . . . , τn) be a non-zero n-tuple of integer entries having zero sum.
The forgetful map ǫn : Jg,n →Mg,n sending an S-point of Jg,n on the underlying
marked stable curve has a section a–known as the Abel-Jacobi map–sending an
S-point (f : X → S,D) on (f : X → S,D,OX (
∑
i τiDi)). More generally given
an integer k ∈ Z and an n-tuple of integers (τ1, . . . , τn) having sum equal to
k(2g − 2) one can define the section of ǫn
ak(f : X → S,D) =
(
f : X → S,D,OX (
∑
i
τiDi)⊗ ω
−k
)
.
These Abel-Jacobi maps can be extended to partial compactifications of Mg,n.
The extension to curves of compact type is standard and the one to curves with at
most 1 non-separating node was described in [GZ14b]. These extensions appear
to give partial answers to the Eliashberg problem: express the pullback of [Zg,n]
along extensions of a0 to partial compactifications of Mg,n.
We will extend the aks yet further. We start first by noticing there is an open
substack ofMg,n where ak makes sense without any change. We then review the
extension to the case of curves of treelike type. The indeterminacy locus of aks
is contained in the complement of the union of both previous loci.
3.1. The locus of balanced curves. Given a family of curves f : X → S and
a line bundle L over X the set of points s ∈ S where Ls is q-stable in the sense
of definition 1.1 is open in S, see for instance [Est01, 1.4].
Definition 3.1. A curve (X, p) in Mg,n is said to be (τ , k)-balanced if for each
subcurve
(3.1) Z ⊂ X,
∑
pi∈Z
τi ≥ k deg(ωX|Z)−
κZ
2
with strict inequality whenever p1 ∈ Z.
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This condition is the one for the q-stability of OX(
∑n
i=1 τipi)⊗ω
−k
X . It defines
an open substack Bk,τg,n of Mg,n. It is clear that the section ak extends to B
k,τ
g,n.
The extension is denoted by ak as well.
3.2. Further extensions and twisters. Over the complement of B
k,τ
g,n the line
bundle O(
∑
i τiDi) ⊗ ω
−k is no more q-stable; the section ak does not make
sense anymore as it is. Notice however that any extension of ak to a point in
Mg,n−B
k,τ
g,n gives a point in the closure akB
k,τ
g,n. Such a point in the image appears
as the special fiber of a family (f : X → Spec(R), D,L) where R is a DVR and L
is a q-stable torsion-free sheaf whose restriction to the generic fiber Xη is given
by OXη (
∑
i τiDi,η)⊗ ω
−k
Xη
. Properness of J g,n says that L is unique up to tensor
product with an invertible sheaf coming from the base. We shortly recall facts
about twisters to make clear how to extend ak on a bigger substack in Mg,n.
Basic facts about twisters can be found in [Cap12].
Let (f : X → T,D) be a regular model over a DVR R having smooth generic
fiber Xη and central fiber X . Write Xv for the irreducible component of X
corresponding to the vertex v ∈ V of the dual graph of X . Over the generic
smooth fiber the line Lη = OXη(
∑
i τiDi)⊗ω
−k is q-stable. The valuative criterion
of properness for J g,n implies Lη extends uniquely (up to tensor product by a
pullback from the base) into a q-stable line bundle L overX . We are going to build
such limits for treelike curves by tensoring the line bundle OX (
∑
i τiDi) ⊗ ω
−k
with suitable twisters over X . A treelike curve is a stable curve such that each
edge joining two different vertices of its dual graph is separating, i.e. taking out
that edge gives a graph with an extra connected component.
Recall that a twister is a line bundle over X of the form OX (
∑
v γvXv)⊗OX .
The set of twisters Twf acts faithfully on OX (
∑
i τiDi)⊗ω
−k by tensor product.
Lemma 3.1. If X is treelike then any q-stable line bundle L on X has 0 multi-
degree.
Proof. If X has only one irreducible component there is nothing to prove. Assume
X has at least 2 components. Let v be a leaf of the dual graph ΓX and Xv the
corresponding irreducible component. The q-stability condition states
−
1
2
≤ degXvL ≤
1
2
and thus L has degree 0 on Xv. Write X
′ for Xcv = X −Xv. Taking any subcurve
Z = Y ∪Xv we have the inequality
−
κZ
2
≤ degZL ≤
κZ
2
.
The middle term is in fact equal to degY L and κZ = κY |X′ , the number of
intersection points of Y with Y c in X ′. We thus get the inequality
−
κY
2
≤ degY L ≤
κY
2
in X ′. Since this condition is harder than the one for Y in X , it is enough to
check the multidegree of L on X ′ is 0. Since X ′ has less components than X the
result is obtained by induction. 
Remark 4. In general a q-stable line bundle is not of multidegree 0. The simplest
example comes from a banana curve.
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Lemma 3.2. Assume X is treelike. There is then a unique q-stable line bundle
in the orbit of OX (
∑
i τiDi)⊗ ω
−k under the action of Twf .
Proof. The point is to prove that, given a line bundle L on X , there is a twister
sending L|X to a multidegree 0 line bundle on X . A short answer would be to
recall that the class group of a treelike graph is trivial, see for instance [Cap12].
We shall however go more into details in order to keep track of how to get the
desired twister.
Let Γ be the dual graph of X and V the set of vertices of Γ. The irreducible
component of X corresponding to a vertex v ∈ V is denoted Xv. Let L be the
restriction L|X and write (m
0
v)v∈V for the multidegree of L on X = X0. Since Γ
is treelike there is a filtration covering Γ
Γ = Γ0 ) Γ1 ) · · · ) Γ|V |−1 ) ∅
built up by choosing leaves vr of the loopless graph obtained out of Γr by con-
tracting possible loops and satisfying
Γr+1 = Γr − vr.
The right hand side of the previous equality is short for the subgraph of Γr
generated by all vertices except vr. It does contain all edges that are not half-
edges of vr or in geometric edges incident to vr. For each vr let Bvr be the branch
of Γ out of vr ; removing the unique edge linking vr to Γr+1, Bvr is the component
containing vr. Define on X the following sequence (Lr)0≤r≤|V |−1 of line bundles
(1) L0 = L
(2) let Lr = Lr|X and write (m
r
v)v∈V for the multidegree of Lr, then
(3.2) ∀r ≥ 0, Lr+1 = Lr
(
mrvr
∑
w∈Bvr
Xw
)
.
Each Lr is obtained out of L = L0 by tensor product with a given twister. Let Fr
be the set of vertices of Γ not in Γr. This is a strictly increasing finite collection
of sets.
Claim. For all j ≥ r, Lj has zero degree on each component Xv for v ∈ Fr.
Notice first that each v ∈ Fr is of the form vℓ for some ℓ ≤ r. It is thus enough
to show that for all j ≥ r, Lj has degree 0 on vr. The claim is clear if r = 0,
assume r ≥ 1. The degree of Lr on vr is given by
(3.3) deg
(
Lr|Xvr
)
= deg
(
Lr−1|Xvr−1
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(I)
+deg
(
OX
(
mr−1vr−1
∑
w∈Bvr−1
Xw
)
|Xvr−1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(II)
.
By definition (I) is equal to mr−1vr−1 . The term (II) is equal to
mr−1vr−1
(
val(vr)− 1
)
−mr−1vr−1 val(vr) = −m
r−1
vr−1 .
The first term of the left hand side is the contribution of neighboring vertices of
vr−1 while the second one comes from the self-intersection of Xvr−1 . The total
sum (I) + (II) is thus 0 as claimed. Now, for any j > r we have that
deg
(
Lj|Xvr
)
= deg
(
Lr|Xvr
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+
∑
r<ℓ≤j
deg
(
OX
(
mrvr
∑
w∈Bvr
Xw
)
|Xvr
)
.
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If vr /∈ Bvℓ for some ℓ then the corresponding term in the right hand sum is
clearly 0. Otherwise we have that
deg
(
OX
(
mrvr
∑
w∈Bℓ
Xw
)
|Xvr
)
= mrvr val(vr)−m
r
vr val(vr) = 0
where the first right hand term comes from contributions of neighbors of vr, the
second from the self intersection of Xvr .
Our claim is proved. We have shown that we have an increasing filtration by
Frs that covers V and on which Lr|X has 0 multidegree. There is therefore a line
bundle L∞ whose restriction to X has multidegree 0. 
Remark 5. Each component of the multidegree (mrv)v∈V of Lr can be written
explicitly in terms of the combinatorics of Γ. We have already seen during the
previous proof that given v ∈ Fr
∀j ≥ r, mjv = deg
(
Lj|Xv
)
= 0.
In general we have the relation
deg
(
Lj|Xv
)
= deg
(
Lj−1|Xv
)
+ deg
(
OX
(
mj−1vj−1
∑
w∈Bvj
Xw
)
|Xv
)
which can also be written
mjv = m
j−1
v + deg
(
OX
(
mj−1vj−1
∑
w∈Bvj
Xw
)
|Xv
)
.
When j < r, the vertex v doesn’t appear in Bvj−1 . The second term of the
previous right hand side is 0 unless vj is adjacent to v, in which case it is 1. Let
χvj−1 be the function whose value is 0 on a vertex v if vj−1 is adjacent to v and
1 otherwise. We thus have that
mjv = m
j−1
v + χvj−1(v)m
j−1
vj−1 .
An inductive argument thus gives
mjv =
∑
ℓ<j
χvℓ(v)m
ℓ
vℓ =
∑
w∈Bv
mw.
In particular one can write Lr+1 as
(3.4) Lr+1 = Lr
(( ∑
w∈Bvr
mw
) ∑
w∈Bvr
Xw
)
.
3.3. Defining a partial extension. Let M
k,τ
g,n be the open substack union of
the locus of curves of treelike type and the one of (τ , k)-balanced ones Bk,τg,n. This
open substack can be described as the complement inMg,n of the following closed
locus: let I
k,τ
g,n be the closure in Mg,n of curves having topological type a two
vertex loopless graph, which is not (τ , k)-balanced; then M
k,τ
g,n = Mg,n − I
k,τ
g,n .
Write J k,τg,n for the substack of J g,n obtained by pullback along M
k,τ
g,n ⊂Mg,n.
Recall that inMg,n+1 the divisor δh,A is the closure of stable marked curves of
topological type a graph having only one edge and two vertices, one of which is of
genus h and whose set of legs (marked points) is A. The divisor Di corresponding
to the image of the sections of π :Mg,n+1 →Mg,n is simply δ0,{n+1,i}.
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Proposition 3.3. Let L(τ , k) be the line bundle on Mg,n+1 given by
(3.5)
L(τ , k) = O
( n∑
i=1
τiDi
)
⊗ω−k⊗O
( ∑
0≤h≤⌊g/2⌋
A⊂{1,...,n}
2≤|A|+h≤g+n−2
[
k(1−2h)+
∑
i∈A
τi
]
δh,A∪{n+1}
)
.
Then L(τ , k) defines a section a¯k :M
k,τ
g,n → J
k,τ
g,n extending ak.
Proof. We need to check that along fibers of π the line bundle L(τ , k) is q-stable,
i.e. has multidegree 0. Let (X, p) be a treelike stable n-marked curve over a
point. Write Γ for the dual graph of X and V for its set of vertices. Let Xv be
the irreducible component of X corresponding to v ∈ V and Lv the set of marked
points of Xv.
Choose a regular smoothing f : X → S of X and let Di be the corresponding
marked point of f . If X is a point in δh,A ⊂Mg,n write Λh,A for the subgraph of
Γ that comes from a specialization of the genus h A-marked vertex of the generic
point of δh,A. The pull back of δh,A∪{n+1} over f gives the vertical divisor
Ξh,A =
∑
v∈Λh,A
Xv.
The δh,A contribution in 3.5 is given by
(3.6)
[
k(1− 2h) +
∑
i∈A
τi
]
Ξh,A.
Now, writing gˆ(v) = g(v) + b1(v) where g(v) is the genus of v (its weight in the
dual graph) and b1(v) is the number of loops v has, we have that
(3.7) k(1− 2h) +
∑
i∈A
τi =
∑
v∈Λh,A
(
k(2− 2gˆ(v) + κv) +
∑
i∈A∩Lv
τi
)
.
When X is (τ , k)-balanced 3.7 is 0 by assumption. Thus L(τ , k) is the desired
line bundle in the (τ , k)-balanced case. When X is treelike notice that each
subgraph Λh,A is a branch of Γ. The vertex of that branch corresponds to the
nodal point linking the subcurve of X in Mh,A to the one in Mg−h,∁A. One
can order δh,A∪{n+1}s in such a way that complements of Λh,As give a decreasing
finite cover of Γ as in the setting we started with in the proof of lemma 3.2. From
3.7 and 3.6 the contribution of δh,A∪{n+1} is given by
OX
([ ∑
v∈Λh,A
(
k(2− 2gˆ(v) + κv) +
∑
i∈A∩Lv
τi
)] ∑
v∈Λh,A
Xv
)
By 3.4 this is precisely the contribution we need to build up a q-stable line bundle
out of OX (
∑n
i=1 τiDi)⊗ ω
−k by tensoring with twisters. 
3.4. Obstruction to extend Abel-Jacobi maps yet further. Banana curves
are obtained by identifying two distinct points on a smooth curves with two oth-
ers from another curve. Given such a curve (X, p), there are only two possible
q-stable mutlidegrees on X given by (0, 0) and (1,−1), the first coordinate cor-
responding to the component marked by p1. Given a regular one parameter
smoothing (f : X → S,D) there is only one twister getting OX (
∑
i τiDi) to a
q-stable line bundle having either degree (0, 0) or (1,−1). The expected multide-
gree is (0, 0) if the multidegree of the line bundle OX(
∑
i τipi) is even and (1,−1)
if it is odd. Despite this pleasant feature, this construction cannot be globalized
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to the universal family. The reason is that the corresponding twister would have
to be trivial over the locus of irreducible curves and thus only have support over
the one of banana curves. This locus is of codimension 2 in Mg,n+1 and cannot
correspond to a divisor onMg,n+1. This strongly suggests that one needs to blow
up Mg,n along the locus of none (τ , k)-stable banana curves to be able to extend
a¯k yet further.
4. Pullbacks along Abel-Jacobi maps
4.1. Pulling back the zero section. Our goal is to compute the pullbacks of
the class of the zero section [Zg,n] in J
k,τ
g,n along a¯ks. Recall that
(2.1) [Zg,n] =
{
exp
(∑
s≥1
(−1)s(s− 1)!
{
φ∗(ch(L)Td
∨(Ωφ))
}
s
)}
g
where {•}ℓ is the degree ℓ part of •. One can picture the involved data by looking
at the commutative diagram
(4.1)
L J
k,τ
g,n|1 M
k,τ
g,n+1 L(τ , k)
J k,τg,n M
k,τ
g,n
ǫn|1
φ π
ǫn
a¯k
Notice that we have a tautological lift aˆk : M
k,τ
g,n+1 → J
k,τ
g,n|1 simply given by
sending an S-section (f : X → S,D,Dn+1) on (f : X → S,D,Dn+1,L(τ , k)).
The corresponding S-object in J
k,τ
g,n is obtained by simply forgetting the extra
section Dn+1. We can thus complete diagram 4.1 to get
(4.2)
L J
k,τ
g,n|1 M
k,τ
g,n+1 L(τ , k)
J
k,τ
g,n M
k,τ
g,n
φ π
a¯k
aˆj
ǫn|1
ǫn
Lemma 4.1. On the level of Chow groups we have the relation a¯∗kφ∗ = π∗aˆ
∗
k.
Proof. This is a standard argument. It is straightforward to check that the red
part of diagram 4.2 is in fact cartesian. Now given an element α in the Chow
group of J
k,τ
g,n|1. We have that
a¯
∗
kφ∗(α) = ǫn∗
(
φ∗(α) ∩ [Zg,n]
)
= ǫn∗φ∗
(
α ∩ φ∗[Zg,n]
)
since φ is flat we get that
a¯
∗
kφ∗(α) = π∗ǫn|1∗
(
α ∩ [φ−1Zg,n]
)
which, because the red part of diagram 4.2 is cartesian, gives
a¯
∗
kφ∗(α) = π∗aˆ
∗
k(α).

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Theorem 4.2. The pullbacks a¯∗k[Zg,n] are given over M
k,τ
g,n by the relation
(4.3) a¯∗k[Zg,n] =
{
exp
(∑
s≥1
(−1)s(s− 1)!
{
π∗
(
ch(L(τ , k)
)
Td∨(Ωπ))
}
s
)}
g
where {•}ℓ is the degree ℓ part of •.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the previous lemma including the fact the
red part of 4.2 is cartesian. 
Remark 6. Formula 4.3 is an explicit polynomial in the tautological classes of
Mg,n. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to get back Hain’s formula or its exten-
sion in [GZ14b] by directly manipulating 4.3.
4.2. Pullback of the theta divisor to Mg,n. We follow notation of [ACG11,
17]. Write K˜ for the Chern class of ω and ψi for the Chern class of the cotangent
bundle along the marked section Di. The ψi classes can be described as push-
forwards under π by the relation ψi = −π∗(D2i ). Using relation 2.11 we have
that
(4.4) a¯∗k[Θ] = −π∗
(
c1
(
L(τ , k)
)2
2
)
Assume that each time a subset A of {1, . . . , n} indexes a sum we have that
2 ≤ |A|+ h ≤ g + n− 2. Unravelling the right hand side of 4.4 we have
a¯
∗
k[Θ] = −π∗
[
1
2
n∑
i=1
τ2i D
2
i
+
∑
0≤h≤⌊g/2⌋
A⊂{1,...,n}
n∑
i=1
τi
(
γh +
∑
j∈A
τj
)
Diδh,A∪{n+1}
+
1
2
∑
0≤h,l≤⌊g/2⌋
A,B⊂{1,...,n}
(
γh +
∑
j∈A
τj)
(
γh +
∑
j∈B
τj
)
δh,A∪{n+1}δl,B∪{n+1}
+
k2K˜2
2
− k
n∑
i=1
τiDiK˜ − k
∑
0≤h≤⌊g/2⌋
A⊂{1,...,n}
(
γh +
∑
i∈A
τi
)
K˜δh,A∪{n+1}
]
.
where γh stands for k(1− 2h). Taking into account that
• K˜Di = −D2i
• π∗(Diδh,A∪{n+1}) is zero unless i ∈ A, in which case it is δh,A
• π∗(δh,A∪{n+1}δl,B∪{n+1}) is zero unless A = B and h = l in which case it
is equal to −δh,A
• π∗(K˜δh,A∪{n+1}) = (2h− 1)δh,A
we get the expression
(4.5)
a¯
∗
k[Θ] =
n∑
i=1
(
τ2i
2
+ kτi
)
ψi −
k2
2
κ˜1 −
1
2
∑
0≤h≤⌊g/2⌋
A⊂{1,...,n}
(
k(1− 2h) +
∑
i∈A
τi
)2
δh,A
where for each A we assume 2 ≤ |A|+h ≤ g+n− 2. For k = 0 rearranging terms
we recover the relation 0.2. More generally, we recover back Hain’s formula.
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4.3. Pulling back the theta divisor in degree g − 1. We briefly show how
to adapt the present strategy to compute the pullback of the theta divisor on
the compactification J g−1g,n of the degree g − 1 universal jacobian with canonical
trivial polarization O. A point of J g−1g,n is a tuple (X, p, L) where (X, p) is a
stable n-marked curve and L is a q-stable torsion-free rank 1 sheaf on X . The
compactification J g−1g,n has a well defined theta divisor given by
(4.6) Θg−1 = {(X,L) | h
0(L) ≥ 1}.
See for instance [Ale04] or [Cap09]. In particular one can write down the class of
the theta divisor as
(4.7) − [Θg−1] = φ∗
(
c1(Lg−1)
2
2
)
− φ∗
(
c1(Lg−1)c1(ω)
2
)
+ λ1
where φ : J g−1g,n|1 → J
g−1
g,n is the universal curve and Lg−1 the universal torsion-
free sheaf of rank 1 over J g−1g,n|1. Given an n-tupe of integers τ = (τ1, . . . , τn) such
that
∑
i τi = g− 1 we get onMg,n a section a
g−1 :Mg,n → J g−1g,n sending points
(X, p) on (X, p,OX(
∑
i τipi)). To pullback the theta divisor on J
g−1
g,n it is enough
to extend ag−1 to codimension 1 loci given by stable curves having 1 node. The
Abel-Jacobi map ag−1 extends as it is to the case of irreducible curves. For a
curve of compact type (X, p) notice that a q-stable line bundle L is of multidegree
degXv L = g(v)− χpc1(v)
where χpc
1
(v) is 0 if p1 /∈ Xv and 1 otherwise. The multidegree of L does thus
only depend on (X, p). Twisting the line bundle O(
∑
i τiDi) over the locus M
≤1
g,n
of stable curves having at most one node we get that
O(
∑
i
τiDi)⊗ O
( ∑
0≤h≤⌊g/2⌋
A⊂{1,...,n}
2≤|A|≤g+n−2
(∑
i∈A
τi − h+ χAc(D1)
)
δh,A∪{n+1}
)
is a q-stable line bundle. It does thus define an extension a¯g−1 to M≤1g,n. Pulling
formula 4.7 along a¯g−1 and using the same relations on tautological classes as the
previous section we get that
(4.8)
a¯
g−1∗[Θg−1] =
n∑
i=1
τi(τi + 1)
2
ψi−λ1−
∑
0≤h≤⌊g/2⌋
A⊂{1,...,n}
(∑
i∈A
τi−h
)(∑
i∈A
τi−h+1
)δh,A
2
where 2 ≤ |A|+h ≤ g+n−2. Notice that this class differs from the one computed
by Grushevsky and Zakharaov in [GZ14a] by δirr/8. The reason is that the theta
divisor here is not given by the vanishing of a theta function but using description
4.6. As is the case in [GZ14a], formula 4.8 generalizes a formula given by Müller
in [Mül13]. We shortly recall their arguments. The locus Dg computed by Müller
is the closure in Mg,n of
Dg =
{
(X, p) | h0
(
OX(
∑
i
τipi)
)
≥ 1
}
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for smooth X and at least one negative τi. The locus Dg is given by the pullback
(ag−1)∗Θg−1 on Mg,n. Over the boundary locus Mh,A,x ×Mg−h,Ac,y the Abel-
Jacobi map a¯g−1 sends a curve X = Xh ∪Xg−h on the line bundle(
OXh
(∑
i∈A
τiDi −
(∑
i∈A
τi − h+ 1
)
x
)
,OXg−h
( ∑
i∈Ac
τiDi +
(∑
i∈A
τi − h)y
))
.
If any of the entries of the first factor is negative the image ofMh,A,x×Mg−h,Ac,y
by a¯g−1 doesn’t lie in the support of Θg−1. The pullback of Θg−1 over this
locus is in a codimension 2 locus of Mg,n. The divisors a¯g−1∗[Θg−1] and [Dg]
are thus equal on each such locus. When all entries are positive a¯g−1 sends
Mh,A,x ×Mg−h,Ac,y into the support of Θg−1. To get [Dg] one needs to correct
a¯g−1[Θg−1] by substracting the multiplicity of a¯
g−1 along the previous locus. By
the Riemann singularity theorem we get
[Dg] = a¯
g−1∗[Θg−1]−
∑
(h,A)∈E+
(
h−
∑
i∈A
τi
)
δh,A
where E+ is the subset of couples (h,A) having the usual constraints as in 4.8,
for each i ∈ A, τi is positive and h ≥
∑
i∈A τi.
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